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Historic Designed Landscapes Project

• Overall aim to research and record all of 
Yorkshire’s important historic designed 
landscapes

• To understand the development of historic 
parks and gardens across Yorkshire

• To identify what is significant at a regional 
level

• This will aid conservation and planning 
especially for unregistered sites



Statement of Significance

Site Record FormReport

HER
Parks and Gardens UK
YGT Website



Products

• Need to be of a good standard and in a useful 
format 
– Report structure fits with PGUK data fields

– Site Record of survival features uses national 
standards and terminology for entry into NRHE & HER 
databases

– SoS follows EH model (needs to be succinct as the 
most important product)

• Important to maintain standards and do some 
quality assurance on volunteers work



Issues faced

• Complexity and size of ‘Yorkshire region’

• Seen as too large a project to undertake

• Previous R&R concentrated on small areas such 
as the Yorkshire Dales National Park

• Perceived lack of volunteer expertise

• Finally started in 2012 with test area of East 
Riding

• Now working in Selby and Hambleton districts of 
North Yorkshire
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Current situation

• 449 sites identified so far

• 121 on HE Register

• 281 on P&G UK database (though some are 
brief entries i.e. no detailed history or 
description)

• 52 on ‘Research’ list in various stages of 
completion (excluding CB300 research)

• 22 volunteers across 3 areas



What does this have in common with…



With this…

Plan by Woods detail 1765

Sale Plan 1893

c1600



And this…



And this…

c1880 c1810

Leeds Times 14 Sep 1839



Researching a designed landscape

• Jigsaw puzzle with not only some pieces 
missing but mini-jigsaws inside

• Need to be a ‘landscape detective’

• How do you give guidance to volunteers?

• Point to sources e.g. estate archives, photos, 
paintings, books, journals & magazines

• Where to start?

• How to structure the research?



YGT experience

• Getting volunteers in first place hard
• Despite membership of over 350, few volunteers for ER 

or Selby
• Why?

– Not many members live there, issue of distance
– Don’t feel want to put in the time
– Don’t feel able to do work

• Slightly better for Hambleton as more members live in 
that part of North Yorkshire!

• Keen to come to workshops but not use knowledge 
gained



Recruitment of volunteers

• Contacted local history groups:
– ‘Monk Fryston Time Team’ for MF Hall and Lodge

– Tadcaster Historical Society for Grimston Park 

– Nidderdale Historic Parks and Gardens Group for 
Hambleton sites

• Contacted other interested groups e.g. Civic 
Society for individual volunteers

• For all new members, work with a member of our 
team to mentor them

• Supplement with selected workshops/meetings



Experience so far…

• About half of the initial recruits have dropped 
out

• Some have struggled with doing the 
research/writing reports

• Others have left due to time constraints/other 
commitments

• Hard to keep them motivated

• A lot of time is spent by core group of three in 
managing the volunteers and their output!



Feedback from one new recruit

• Enjoyed searching the archives / internet sources 
- the detective work

• Difficult to focus on task/not get sidetracked with 
other interesting bits of history!

• Less confident about putting all the details 
together - getting head round the changes and 
the historical context

• Issue with assessing the value of different 
sources 

• Online garden history course helped to 
contextualise the research



Learnings

• Need to help new volunteers with structure & the 
point of the exercise

• Brief chronology of estate including owners 
useful starting point

• Identify key points in time when changes occur –
transfer of ownership, changing fashions

• Concentrate research on these time points and 
individuals involved

• Encourage to think laterally when gaps in 
information



1394 1st Stapleton has a house there

1614 Carlton Hall started

1672 ‘Great Garden’ built

1765-
1780?

New kitchen garden, park & lake created, 
extension of hall. Plans by Woods & White

1808 Enclosure of Carlton

1840s Remodelling of hall, extension of park, updating 
of kitchen garden, new garden and shrubberies 
around hall

1870s Gothic alterations to Pugin plan of hall, now 
Carlton Towers. Plan by Craigie-Halkett-Inglis to 
extend park

1880s Parterre garden on west side

1893 Estate put up for sale – hall and immediate park 
bought back by family

1950s Kitchen garden run as commercial operation, 
further planting in park

1970s? Glasshouses removed from walled garden



Conclusions

• Can you teach someone to do landscape 
research?

• Yes and no

• Can provide the tools and structures…

• But need a level of basic knowledge of gardens 
and their history

• Be able to spot ‘clues’ and fill in gaps – work with 
uncertainty

• Work however is vital…



Update P&G Register

Moreby Park
Selby District

Google



Cave Castle 
East Riding of Yorkshire

Inform Planning



Enrich Local Lists 
& HER

Hambleton District

38 sites 



Encourage Conservation

Carlton Towers
Selby District


